DIGITEL

CLOUD
SERVICES
Work Anywhere. Work Everywhere.

Take Your Communications to the Cloud
Decrease Your Capital Investment

Reduce Maintenance Costs

Reduce Your Total Cost of Ownership

Scale Up / Scale Down

Maintain Complete Business Continuity

Future Proof with Automatic Upgrades

Is it time to Move Your Business Communications to the Cloud?
One of the newest and fastest growing trends in telecommunications is called “Hosted” or “Hosted
VoIP”. From a technology standpoint, it is about moving your business communications to the
Cloud, but it is also a change in the way you pay for your office phone system and unified
communications solution. As opposed to making a capital investment for the ownership, the hosted
approach allows you to pay for this service on a monthly basis. So, it’s both a new technology and a
new approach to expense management.
In the Hosted world, your communications system resides in “the Cloud”, on a server in a remote
data centre, and you access it with an Internet connection. Servers installed in our state-of-the-art
data centre are fully redundant with failover protection and are supervised around the clock. This
ensures the high availability and reliability that your business demands. This service continuity
protects the lifeline of your business by keeping you connected 24/7/365.

DIGITEL

CLOUD
SERVICES
Communications travel
through the Internet
Digitel provides and manages
the backbone network

You can work anywhere and everywhere
with the device of your choice

Not all Hosted PBX Services Are Created Equal
With Digitel Cloud Services, you get secure and reliable, enterprise-class service without the
enterprise-class cost. We put your entire phone system in the cloud, so there is less to manage, and it
is “future-proof” with additional features and functionality immediately available as developed. No more
new phone system every five to seven years. This could be the last phone system you’ll ever need!

All of the Capability of our Enterprise Class IP-PBX
Your unified communications system should help your business increase revenue, become more
efficient, control cost, increase productivity, and improve your level of customer service.
With Digitel Cloud Services, you get the most advanced, reliable and fully-featured business phone
system in the industry without the investment in telephone system equipment. It includes all of the
capability of our premised-based Zultys MX platform.

Ready to talk about your Business Communication Needs?
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